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Cheerble KiTiDOT laser cat collar
Awaken your pet's hunting instinct! Cheerble brand collar is equipped with a laser that will serve as a toy for your cat. The product offers
3 modes of operation, so you can adjust its operation to the needs of your four-legged friend. You can also adjust the angle of light in the
range of 45°. The collar is made of TPU material, which is skin-friendly. It is also adjustable. It is equipped with a micro USB port, so you
can easily charge it.
 
Innovation
Traditional cat lasers require activity on your part and consume your time, so Cheerble created the KiTiDOT laser collar.  Now you can
work or relax while your cat is engrossed in entertainment. The collar will also improve his reflexes and keep him in great shape.
 
Tailored to your pet
The collar has 3 modes of operation, which you will change with the dedicated switch. When you turn the collar on, it will automatically
start in NORMAL mode, during which the laser will turn on for 2 minutes and then turn off and on again. During Flickering mode, the laser
flashes in  very  short  intervals.  While  Constant  mode will  make it  easier  for  your  pet  to  focus on the laser.  Additionally,  the collar  will
automatically turn off after 30 minutes.
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Adjustable function
The collar has a length adjustment function, so you can fit it to your cat. The maximum length of the collar is 310 cm. In addition, you
can adjust the laser angle within 45° to adjust the collar to your pet's liking.
 
Convenient charging
The collar is equipped with a 60 mAh battery that allows it to run for up to 5 hours on a single charge. However, if you need to, you can
charge the collar using the micro USB cable included in the package. It only takes an hour for the device to be ready to work again.
 
Comfortable
The  collar  is  made of  TPU material,  which  is  skin-friendly  and  does  not  cause  discomfort.  It  is  also  distinguished by  its  durability  and
resistance to wear and tear. Keeping it clean will not be a problem either.
 
Included
collar
USB-A to micro USB charging cable
user manual
Producer
Cheerble
Name
KiTiDOT Amusing Collar
Model
C1121
Destiny
cats, neck diameter 200-310 cm
Material
PC, TPU
Dimensions
340 x 35 mm
Weight
29g
Battery capacity
60mAh
Input voltage
5V / 1A
Laser power
≤1mW
Wavelength
635 - 670 nm
Color
black

Price:

€ 19.00

Smart Home, Intelligent animal devices
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